
 

 Comments Policy 

 

London School of Science and Technology (“LSST”) welcomes comments on all blogs and 

news posts and will approve of any fair and constructive comments that encourage balanced 

debates and strong criticisms. To verify each comment is appropriate, comments are reviewed 

by site moderators and not posted on the public forum until approved. There will be slight delays 

when posting on weekends, overnight and bank holidays. Please be advised that when you 

leave a comment on any LSST News or LSST Blogs, you are agreeing to this policy. Please 

comply with the following guidelines when commenting on LSST’s public forum: 

 

 Email Privacy: Email addresses are compulsory for commenting on the LSST’s Blogs or 

News articles but are never published publicly or shared with third-parties. Email 

addresses may be used by LSST to contact the commentator, if deemed necessary.   

 

 Language: Comments that include offensive, unsuitable or foul language, will be edited 

or deleted by our site moderators.  

 

 Behavior: Comments that are considered discriminatory, abusive, derogatory, bullying 

and harassment will not be published and the person responsible may be blocked and 

will be given a written warning. 

 

 Promotional Content: Comments linked to sales, advertising, junk mail, spam and/or 

breaches our copyright policy will not be published on the public forum.   

 

 Conversation and Debate: Comments that are not relevant to the subject matter, runs 

off-topic or encroaches on any UK law or LSST’s policies may be edited or deleted.  



 

 Site Moderators' Commentary: Site moderators hold the right to comment in response to 

any comments that cover and are not limited to religious rites, freedom of expression, 

academic freedom. Moderators will not attempt to suppress debate or criticisms in the 

comments section.  

 

 Blocked Commenters: Any commenter that violates this policy may be blocked from 

commenting on our News and Blogs and possible future developments.  

 

 When Your Comment Does Not Appear: If a comment you have posted does not appear 

within reasonable time, and to your knowledge, the comment does not violate this policy, 

contact our Marketing Team at marketing@lsst.ac. 

 

 All Rights Reserved: LSST reserves all rights to edit, remove, or mark as spam any 

comments. LSST also has the right to block any commenters from commenting on the 

website’s News and Blogs forums. 
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